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cornfields. Shortly thereafter, one
will
eventually come across a bridge
n 1910, Charles Riborg Mann and
George Ransom Twiss posed the that crosses over the Kankakee River.
infamous question: "[If] a tree Initially built to support two lanesfalls in a lonely forest, and no animal stoplights were recently placed at both
is nearby to hear it, does [the tree] sides of the bridge to dictate when trafmake a sound?" Initially modeled as fic from .each side may cross. The pria simple question, quantum physicists mary function of these new stoplights
have continuously struggled to find a is not to direct traffic but rather protect
concrete answer. The question relates traffic. Constructed in the early 1900s,
to the concept of reality and to what the bridge is no longer structurally caextent observation affects outcome. pable of supporting traffic approachSo what "does quantum physics have ing from both directions.
Viewed in isolation, the Kankakee
to do with bridges and our nation's
infrastructure? The answer can be River .Bridge does not warrant considfound 16 miles from the steps of erable attention, much less a call for
immediate action. However, bridges
Wesemann Hall.
across
America are experiencing the
Hop into a car and drive south down
Indiana State Road 49. One will first same structural deficiencies as those
pass through Kouts-a small town seen outside Kouts. By definition,
acting as an oasis amidst a desert of structural deficiency does not mean

I

a bridge is considered dangerous or
bound to collapse at any m,oment.
Nevertheless, structural deficiency
does indicate that the bridge requires
"significant maintenance, rehabilita-·
tion, or replacement."
In June 2013, Transportation America released a report that effectively
puts the problem into perspective:
- Each day, over 260 million trips
are made by American drivers
over bridges that are structurally
deficient.
- 1 in 9 bridges are considered structurally deficient"
- The average American bridge was
constructed 65 years ago.
Borrowing from Mann and Twiss,
the question becomes: "If a bridge
falls and no one is there to hear it, does

... Continued on page 20
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Sutnmer Hit ''Blurred Lines'' Writers wont ''Give It Up''
Bv: A. TDREW CARLsoWRITER

OS ANGELES - The
controversy surrounding the
summer hit "Blurred Lines"
continues to grow as the song
recently found itself at the center of
copyright infringement allegations.
Pharrell Williams, Robin Thicke,
and Clifford Harris, Jr., the ·writers
of "Blurred Lines" pre-emptively
filed a complaint in the U.S. District Court on August 15, 2013. The
complaint was filed as a result of
ongoing allegations that "Blurred
Lines" both sounds and feels like
Marvin Gaye's "Got to Give It Up"
and is the same work as Funkadelic's "Sexy Ways.".
Bridgeport Music is a music publication company that owns the
rights to "Sexy Ways." The Estate
of Marvin Gaye owns the rights to
"Got to Give It Up." "Sexy Ways"
and "Got to Give It Up" were recorded in 1974 and 1976, respectively. Brideport and the Estate · of
Gaye each separately· hinted that
Thicke had copied the songs, and
that they had plans to sue.
The writers of "Blurred Lines,"
have requested in the complaint that

L
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+ STAFF the court declare their composition Hot 100.
does not infringe on the copyrights
held by the Estate of Marvin Gaye
and Bridgeport Music. In the complaint, they allege that when they

Bridgeport Music has been a
source of controversy in the field
of music copyright. In 2001, the
company filed a lawsuit containing

wrote "Blurred Lines" their goal over 500 copyright claims against
was to "evoke an era" rather than approximately 800 separate defencopy a song. The complaint goes dants. George Clinton, a song-writer
on to say that the songs are "starkly and member o(the band Funkadeidifferent," and that the Gaye family ic, has made claims that Bridgeis "claiming to own an entire genre port fraudulently obtained rights to
Funkadelic songs by using a forged
of music."
Before the complaint was filed, document.
Billboard reported that the Gaye
Bridgeport Music and the Gaye
family refused a six-figure out-of- family have yet to pursue any legal
court settlement to end accusations action against Thicke, Williams,
that Thicke copied "Got to Give and Harris, Jr. ·
It Up." Both "Blurred Lines" and
"Got to Give It Up" have held the Andrew is a 3L and can be reached
number one spot on the Billboard at vuslforum@gmail.com

Balancing Parenting with Law School
Bv: FARAH AHMED + STAFF WRITER
e are all aware that
law school is the art of
intense study plus a fme
balancing act. Time management is
the key· to success for any student.
How does this differ for students
who are parents?
Parents who are used to having to
maintain a home, cook, go to work,
and balance personal relationships
will find that studying law is nothing
like any challenge they have faced
before.
Robert Skadberg, 1L, who is · a
father to two daughters, ages 11

W

and 14, says ·that even though he
has had to maintain a work and
family schedule for over 20 years,
this experience is: "a pure departure
from· anything that I have done
before. Multitasking is no longer
a viable option because the nature
of legal study requires a complete
shutdown of other activities. The
support of my wife is crucial to
my success here due to shifting
obligations and she has risen to the
occasion."
This is why a strong support
system is vital to keeping up the
pace in this marathon.

· Ashley Collier, 1L, wife and
mother of two young boys, ages one
and three, shed light as to another
issue many parents encounter in
law school: "It took a lot for me
to overcome the 'guilt' of doing
sotnething for myself like going
back to school. However, once I
looked at it as a generational shift
in the way my boys would view
their mom and the women they
encounter in the future, it see'm ed
less like a selfish decision and
more like a teaching opportunity
... Continued on page 3
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NEWS IN BRIEF
2010 and later returned to leadership this past June after a party
ouster of then-Prime Minister Julia
Gillard, is facing notable opposition from Liberal Party Opposition
Leader Tony Abbott. Although
BY: PAUL NICOLOSI .• STAFF WRITER
Prime Minister Rudd's return to
leadership gave his party a temporary
boost, this support seems
SYRIA: IRAQ PART DEUX?
to have evaporated. Australia also
resident Obama is seeking faces economic and immigration
Congressional authorization problems. Will Opposition Leader
for military force in Syria. Abbott be able to pull it off?
Numerous Syrian civilians have
died at the hands of chemical
WASHINGTON AND COLOwarfare, and President Obama has
RADO: CELEBRATE 420
tied their deaths to the Assad regime.
LEGALLY!
The President hopes to send the
message to the world that illegally
On August 29, 2013, Attorney
using chemical weapons will not be General Eric Holder announced that
tolerated on the international stage. the Department of Justice would

P

allow Washington and Colorado
to implement and execute their
marijuana legalization laws. On
November 6, 2012, Washington and
On August 7, 2013, Australians Colorado legalized marijuana via
will head to the polls to decide ballot referenda. Some proponents
who will become their next Prime of legalizing marijuana felt that
Minister. Current Prime Minister the vote was meaningless because
Kevin Rudd of the Labour Party, President Obama has been as much
who was Prime Minister from 2007-

THE ELECTION DOWN
UNDER

.. .Balancing parenting continued from page 2

for my boys and my community. I
have wonderful people in my life to
whom I can entrust my boys every
day, and a husband who isn't afraid
to be wholly present · in our boys'

lives."
Feeling guilty is a common feeling
parents face when realizing how
much focus needs to be channeled
into study. Law school is a stressful
endeavor, so it is important for
parents to not only have a strong
support system but also be kind
to themselves. Students might be
beating themselves up over a tough
quiz, but law students with children
might be doing that in addition to
thinking that they also lost time
with their family. This is why it
is important for parents who are
feeling overwhelmed to re.member
some basic tips:
-Let it go. You can't beat yourself

of a fierce drug warrior as past
Presidents. This move is viewed as
one more step toward the end of the
now 40-year War on Drugs.

PART-TIME AMERICA?
The unemployment raie dropped
to 7.4% for the July jobs report.
This is the lowest it's been in years.
While this may seem like good
news, 80% of the nearly one million jobs that were created this year
are part-time jobs, the majority of
those offering few to zero benefits.
According to a USA Today article,
younger people are more likely
than older people to be working
part-time. What appea~s to be a
key factor in this economic trenq
is that fewer jobs require full-time
commitment. Many businesses are
offering part-time or contract jobs
as a means of being able to provide
benefits to the full-time employees that alread:Y work for them.
Although many people are hoping
for a significant economic recovery
that will yield an increase in fulltime work, many are theorizing that
part-time is "the new normal."
up because you cannot be there for
every basketball game anymore.
Your family will not stop loving
you just because you are not around
like you once were.
-Organizational balance is crucial
to getting by. Things are not going
to be the same as they used to be. If
you used to be a neat freak, that's
over now because you simply do not
have that time and energy anymore.
If you used to be disorganized, get
it together!
-Adapt and be flexible. Every
class is different. Every semester
is different.
Stability for your
personal schedule may not be as
consistent as it once was and that
is a tough challenge to face when
parenting requires solid stability

NEW MEXICO MAKES
14 .. .ish.
On August 21, 2013, Lynn Ellins,
the county clerk for Doiia Ana
County in New Mexico, announced
that county officials were to begin
issuing marriage licenses for samesex couples. Ellins reasoned that
because New Mexico's marriage
laws are gender-neutral, there is
nothing· that prohibits satne-sex
marriage from bei~g a reality in the
state. Seven counties followed suit,
either via court order or of the county clerks' own volition. The county
clerks across the state have filed
suit in the New Mexico Supreme
Court, asking the Court to clarify
whether or not same-sex marriage
is legal statewide. While only eight
of the thirty-three counties in the
state are offering marriage licenses
to sam~-sex couples, the fact that
the trend has been so quick likely
points to legal gay marriage becoming a reality in New Mexico ... for
all thirty-three counties.
Paul is a 2L and can be reached at
vus lforum@gmail. com
for the children. This is completely
normal and needs to be embraced
for the sake.of personal success.
-If you are starting to feel down
and need some extra emotional
support, get it quickly.
The
University offers free counseling
servtces.
Call 219.464.5002 to
schedule an appointment or just go
over to their office which is located
at 1602 LaPorte Avenue, on the
north side of Alumni Hall during
business hours (Monday -_ Friday,
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. and 1:00
p.m. - 5:00 p.m., except holidays).
Email theJ;Il at Counseling. Center@
valpo.edu for more information.
Farah is a 1L and can be reached
at vuslforum@gmail.com
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Bv:

KrusTEN

SmAKMAN

+

STAFF

WRlTER

et's face it, the last thing
on any of our minds during
law school is planning a
"fman"cially stable" future. While
focusing on excelling in school,
passing the bar, and getting a job,
planning a successful fmancial
future can seem far off. Living
off loans can be exhausting and
frustrating. Irresponsibly managing
your money in the process can make
things ten times worse. Especially
when that dreaded first student loan
payment comes six months after
graduation.
While th~ idea of, "borrow now
and pay back later" becomes more
and more tempting, it's a very risky
and slippery slope. Fixing bad financial habits now can save a lot of
headache in the future. Now, I am
in no way claiming to be a financial guru. In fact, I haven't perfected living on a budget or off loans
in the least bit. However, hearing
more and more students talk about
money like it grows on trees is
terrifying. Understanding how your
loans work is another crucial part
to creating a successful future.
Dave Ramsey said it best: "we
need to avoid the student loan syndrqme like the plague." Everything about taking out loans seems
appealing until you have to start
paying them back. I can't help but
think about this every time I overhear someone saying how they had
to get a job to start paying off their
new car in their first semester of
law school. My favorite being; "So
what are you going to buy with your
refund check?" It may seem cliche,
but you really have to watch what .
you spend your money on. Put the
money you are borrowing into perspective.

L

Think of it this way. You may
have a really old car that is ready to
give out on you at any moment. You
obviously need to drive the quarter
mile to school every day because
it is clearly much too far to walk.
Fixing your car will cost you a little
over $1,000; but, that brand new car
you've been looking at would cost
you $200 a month. Why spend $200
every month when you can just fix
your car for a grand?
Most of us have little to no income
during school. How are you going
to make sure that payment, on top of
everything else, gets paid on time?
As Dave Ramsey comments: "If $250 seems
minor to you, consider
this: A sn1all monthly ·payment adds up
. to ridiculous amounts
of money when paid out every month for • • •
10 years. All of ~hat
is before you add in a
sneaky monster called
interest." The money
you are getting is just
a loan. Everything you
borrow from the government has
tD be paid back eventually. Sounds
obvious, but buying unnecessary
things now adds up quickly in the
future. So, when you have to start
paying your student loans back, will
that new ·car or TV have been worth
it?
Alan White, former Valparaiso
University Law Professor commented, "While it is true that student loans can be used for living
expenses, they must eventually be
_repaid with interest. Students who
spend more than they need will
have their future life choices limited by the spending decisions they
make while in school."
"Unlike credit card debts," says
White, ''student loan debts cannot

be discharged in bankruptcy except
in exceptional hardship cases. Unpaid student loan debts are collected through wage garnishment, tax
refund intercepts and other coercive
collection measures."
Interest on loans accrues very
quickly. Taking out that extra loan
to pay off another loan in school
may be more detrimental in the long
run. It is important to pay attention
to the interest rates on all government loans; they are on the rise. For
example, paying off that credit card
used to buy your new computer for
school by taking out more money
with your gradu. ate student loan
will cost more
.money in the long
run. While you
may not have to
worry about payments now, many
stores are offering 0% interest
on purchases for
18 months.
If you were to
just pay it with
the money you currently have, you
are simply paying for the price of
the computer. If you pay the loan
off with another loan, you have to
pay the 6.8% interest after graduation. You are now taking 10 years to
pay off something that would have
taken you 18- months interest free.
A report by the National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy
Attorneys stated, " ... student loan
borrowers are allowed very liftle margin for error and easily can
find themselves with unmanageable student loan debt. These borrowers face a lifetime of debt with
little or no chance for escape." The
report goes on to say that missing
one payment can put a borrower in
delinquent status. After just nine

months in delinquency a borrower
is considered in default status.
The government provides a debt
repayment program that allows your
debt to be forgiven after ten years
of payments and no delinquency.
So that five dollars you're spending
on Starbucks before class may not
seem like much now, but later on
it could be the difference between
your debts eventually being forgiven or you dying with your student loan debt. While it may seem
like an extreme scenario, planning
your fmances now is that important.
"Compounding the problem is that
a borrower faced with a temporary
setback often finds himself quickly in a much deeper hole. Interest
accrues, collection fees accrue, and
negative credit report notations accrue making it difficult to get out
from under the growing loan balance or to find decent job," the
NACBA states.
While the entire loan process can
seem overwhelming, it is important
to remember that it's not impossible to correctly manage your money. There is no right way to budget
your income, or lack there of, but
the key is living reasonably. "Borrow the least you can, repay your
highest rate loans first," said White.
"Take advantage of income-based
repayment, and always be in touch
with the loan servicer about payment alternatives and deferments to
avoid going into default." More importantly, there are resources readily available to help with any payment or problems that may arise.

a

Kristen is a JL and can be reached
at vuslforum@gmail.com
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VALPARAISO LAW STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
WELCOME BACK!

irst and foremost, welcome
back! Unless you are new
to the law school, in which
case, just welcome to Valparaiso!
The hallowed halls of Wesemann
are once again full of students and
faculty ready to learn and teach.

But that's not the only thing stu- you to meet like-minded people.
dents here at Valparaiso do. There
We here at The Forum think that
are over 40 student -organizations, it is important that each of the stuall of which are looking forward to dent organizations get a chance to
having you as their newest member. tell you what they are all about. If
Joining an organization is a great · you would like to learn more about
way to get more involved and for an organization, contact the organi-

zation's representative, or check out
their bulletin board in the main hallway, which will soon be updated.
In the meantime, check out the organizations on the following pages.

Environmental Law
Society

Most importantly, LLSA is an
prove our current events or expand
to new frontiers. Our dues are $15 all inclusive academic organization
(including the price of an Amnesty that seeks to shed light on importInternational shirt), and we will be- ant Latino issues. Everyone is welcomed to join and learn about Latigin collecting in two weeks.
If anyone feels like they would no issues within our comrilunity.
have trouble paying the dues, we
will work with you (we would If you have any questions, e-mail
much rather have you than the $15). L·atinoLSA@valpo.edu
Along with . attending great net- E-Board:
working _events and building your Cecilia Lopez, President
resume, you can help make a dif- Anastasia Weidner, Vice-President
ference. Join Amnesty International Aaron Lopez, Treasurer
today! Amnesty International can Jessica Boursier, Secretary
be contacted at amnestyinternation- Meghan Early, Chair of Student Afal@valpo.edu.
fairs

to pay the adoption fees for the veterans. Furthermore, MVLA is also
working with a local dog trainer to
have a veteran's dog trained to recognize and help the veteran if he or
she is showing signs of PTSD.
Please contact Richard Bogdan
if
(Richard.Bogdan@valpo.edu)
you would like more information
on how to get involved.

F

Valparaiso Environmental Law
Society concerns itself with environmental litigation in the United
States. Due to the nature of environmental law, both federal and
state laws are considered together,
and make for many regulation problems. VELS meets to discuss these
problems and any potential solutions. Every year we send some of
the members of our Eboard to represent VELS at environmental conferences so that we stay up-to-date
with the direction that environmental law is heading. Any questions
about joining or participating in
VELS-sponsored events can be directed at VELS president Benjamin
Fink at benjamin.fink@valpo.edu.

Latino Law Student
Association

The purpose of the Latino Law
Student Association (LLSA) is to
represent Latino law student interAmnesty International ests to the law school and university, to provide mentoring and comAmnesty International is an or- munity service · opportunities to its
ganization that provides awareness, members, encourage recruitment of
support and an active_ voice in the qualified Latino applicants, assist
fight for human rights. With more in retention of Latino students, prothan three million supporters, mem- mote student unity, and pursue jusbers and activists in over 150 coun- tice for the legal issues affecting the
tries and territories, the Valparaiso Latino community.
School of Law chapter hopes to aid
Throughout the academic year,
this global movement with your LLSA hosts the very popular, Fiesta
help.
del Sol, w~ere faculty, students, and
Scheduled events include a Hu- community get together to share,
man Trafficking Awareness Sym- celebrate, and enjoy Latino culture
posium, Write for Rights, as well and art. Dia de Los Muertos and
as, the World Cultural Festival Hispanic Heritage Month (Septemnext Saturday, Sept. 14th from 4-8.- ber) are also full of great activiti~s
More events are on the way! We are that further share the Latino culture
always looking for new ideas to im- with the Valpo community.

· Military Veterans.Law
Association

-The Forum Staff

Student Animal Legal
Defense Fund
The Student Animal Legal Defense Fund (SALDF) focuses on
raising awareness of issues involving animals and animal law.
SALDF is looking forward to an
active year which will involve a
talk on the ins and outs of animal
law in our legal system; working
with MVLA in helping with the 5K
that raises funds for Help A Vet Get
a Pet; VoluJ:?-teering at a local animal
rescue; and bringing in a speaker to
talk about Trap Neuter and Rettirn
including the policy battles that go
on through numerous state legislatures. If you would like to get involved with SALDF please email
Katie Hamann (Kathryn.Hamann@
valpo.edu).

The Military Veterans Law Association welcomes all students,
and you do not have to be a veteran or a member of the military to
join. MVLA focuses on supporting
veterans and raising awareness of
veterans' issues. This year MVLA
will help with a September 11th
Memorial which will be located by
the ARC; conduct veterans' claims
training so students can help veterans claim their benefits; put on its
annual 5K to raise money for the
Help A Vet Get A Pet Program; and
will volunteering in the spring time
Valparaiso Law
to help local vete~ans with yard
Republicans
work.
Help a Vet Get a Pet is one of
The Valpo Law Republicans
MVLA's marquee programs where
(VLR) is a student organization
MVLA works with local shelters to
built on the fundamentals of conserpair interested veterans with a pet.
The funds that are raised are used
... Continued on page 6
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continued from

vative values and the advancement
of American ideals. We are a student-based organization dedicated
to bringing. conservative, Republican values to the students, faculty,
and staff of Valpo Law and the surrounding community. Together, we
are building the next generation of
conservative leaders that will shape
the future of the Republican Party
and our nation.
As with every student-based organization, constant recruitment
of new members is necessary for
a strong, healthy group. Our members provide a vital voice for conservatives on campus. With your
help, we can continue this important effort. VLR is open to all members, and we encourage thoughtful
discussion and ideas.
If you would like any additional information about VLR, please
contact President Don Higgins at
Donald.Higgins@valpo.edu.

Illinois State Bar
Association
The Illinois State Bar Association
will be having a call out meeting on
Thursday, September 19 at 10:00
a.m., location TBD. The ISBA offers a free membership and applying can easily be done online at
isba.org. As a law student member,
ISBA ~ffers the opportunity to interact with many leaders of the bar
association and practicing attorneys
through events hosted by the Young
Lawyers Division.
In addition, the law student committee at Valpo tends to host events
each year at the Boys and Girls
Club as our way of giving back to
the community. We are also looking for a 1L or 2L that is interested
in becoming a representative. We

hope to see you at otlr call out meeting!"
If you have any questions please
email illinoisbarassociation@valpo.edu.

Women Law Students
Association
Founded in 1974, the Women Law
Students Association (WLSA) is
one of the largest student organizations at Valpo Law. WLSA hosts
numerous events throughout the
year open to all students and faculty members, females and males.
Through the support of faculty,
alumni, and the executive board
members, WLSA encourages and
provides support by addressing issues that are of concern to women
in the legal profession. Striving to
increase the social netwo1-king of
women and men in the legal world,
WLSA offers students and faculty opportunities to get involved in
social, educational, and charitable
events.
Events soon to come include WLSA's 1st Call-Out meeting where
membership, t-shirts, and the goals
ofWLSA will be discussed and WLSA's annual "Night with the Professors" where faculty members share
tips and experiences to students at
a free dinner following an open forum. WLSA invites all students to
attend our first meeting where our
executive board is excited in meeting new and returning members!
If you have any questions about
WLSA or would like more information, please feel free to contact the
·executive board at vu.wlsa@gmail.
com. Also, social network with
WLSA on Facebook: Valparaiso
University Womens Law Student
Association and on Twitter: @ValpoWLSA.

Phi Delta Phi
The mission of Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) Law Fraternity, Halleck
Chapter is to advance integrity,
compassion and courage through
service to the student, the school,
the profession and the community.
Academic programs this year will
include "How to Outline" with
Themis (October), "How to Study
for Finals" (November), and a Q &
A on the MPRE (January). Professional events will include a Pro-bono panel (October), Etiquette Dinner (February), and Study Breaks
(FalVSpring). PAD will also be
sponsoring several Alumni Networking events during the semester.
Thanks to the great response
last year with the PAD Annual Adopt-a-Family Philanthropic Event, we hope to increase the
number of families we help this
year. We plan to introduce two new
philanthropic projects- a Pen Pal
program with CASA and a TOM's
for kids project.
The $80 dues ($60 for members of
PAD during undergrad) to internationals can be paid online via www.
pad.org or by check during chapel
break to an E-board member 9/69/20. Chapter dues are $20 for the
1L class, $10 for the 2L class, and
no Chapter dues for the 3L class.

Equal Justice
Association
The Equal Justice Association is
an organization at Valparaiso University School of Law that works
to promote and educate students on
public interest law. Eq~al Justice
Association ( EJA) is different from
other organizations at Valpo Law.
Our main focus is to award grants
to students who participate in public interest law during the summer
and to encourage others to get in-

volved in the fi~ld. EJA provides
students with access to employers
who practice public interest law
.with our Meet the Public Interest
Sector event and other events hosted throughout the year. It is also
our goal to promote interaction
with the community through public service activities. It is essential
to give back to the community, and
EJA, a small organization with a
huge impact, works to do just that!

Business Law Society
Business Law Society (BLS) is
an active member of the Valparaiso
University School of Law. The purpose of the organization i~ to acquire, develop, obtain, and _apply
knowledge in the areas of business
and law. Besides partnering with
the Career Planning Center and
other law school organizations for
etiquette/professional events, BLS
hosts a major philanthropic event,
Catwalk for the Cure, during the
spring semester. Catwalk for the
Cure is a charity fashion show in
which law school students plan, organize, model, and fundraise for a
good cause.
Membership is open to any
Valparaiso University School of
Law student who is interested in
the business and legal fields. For
those interested in membership or
interested in learning more about
BLS, you can show up to one of our
meetings (dates, times, & locations
will be publicized throughout the
law school).
The members of BLS wish the
best of luck to all of our fellow colleagues on the year ahead.

... Continued on page 10
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Student Career Planning Advisory Committee

Changes in the Library

BY: VICTORIA RYAN + Sr. Director
of Operations, CAREER PLANNING
CENTER

D

id you know that there is
a Student Career Planning
Advisory Committee? It
is made up of a group of talented,
hardworking, and creative students
who meet every month and work
with the Career Planning staff
to make positive changes.
The
Committee Members are Wally
Hernandez, Cecilia Lopez, Ashley
Bullock, Ashley Gilbert, Jessica
Sullivan, and Jacobie Whitley.
These individuals should be familiar
to you since all of them have other
leadership roles at Valparaiso Law.
We will be seeking some lL students
very shortly to join the group.
The Committee was formed last
January and almost immediately the
group made some excellent suggestions that the Career Planning staff
has already implemented. For example, the Committee had serious
reservations about the Strategy Resource Library. Collectively, they
found it to be very unfriendly from
a user's standpoint.
Based on the group's feedback,
the entire library was reorganized
this past summer. Logical headings
and an index were created, many
resources were updated and new
resources were added. If you_have
. not had a chance to check it out,
please do so. You will be amazed

at the wealth of information in the
Resource Library.
The Career Planning staff is always seeking new resources for
Valparai~o Law students. Last year
some of our Student Advisors were
able to test out some ne~ legal career development products and provide feedback from a student perspective. Their opinions guided us
in the selection of new resources to
purchase this year.
One new resource we are now offering is "JD Careers Out There,"
an online tool that utilizes video interviews with attorneys abou~ their
practice areas and career advice.
At the Committee's request Career
Planning has also instituted better
ways to notify students about application deadlines and systems for
partnering with student organizations on events.
Other members of the group have
been very instrumental in helping
us plan events like the Bar Association Reception on September 26th
and Professional Development Day
on September 27th.
This year each Student Advisor
will be making a presentation to
several student organizations about
the services offered by Career Planning. They will also be seeking
feedback from members of these
organizations. The members of the
Student Advisory Committee serve
as liaisons between the student
body and Career Planning.
We urge all students to share your
feedback with them about the quality of service you receive in Career
Planning (in addition to the lack of
a magic job . drawer). Throughout
the year you will also have an opportunity to evaluate Career Planning's services through a number of
periodic customer service surveys.
Our Student Advisors are interest-

BY: EMILY JANOSKI-HAEHLEN
•
AssociATE DEAN OF LIBRARY SERVICES
AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LAW

reetings from the Law
Library! Welcome back to
the start of another exciting
year at Valpo Law! As you settle into
your class schedules and studying
routines, I hope you will notice all
the changes in the library.
First, every chair in the library
was replaced or reupholstered. Second, a new soft ~eating area was
created on the main level in the
Reference section. These chairs
are comfortable and provide tablet arms and powered end tables
so you can charge your electronics
while you study or just relax. Third,
most of the windows were replaced
on the main level to make the view
· of the lawn more enjoyable and to
bring in better natUral light. Fourth,
on the main 'level the carpet was
replaced and some new paint colors were added to the walls. Fifth,
original artwork from the Brauer Museum or Art was selected
and hung throughout the library.
And finally, ·a new seminar/study
room was created on the main level of the library next to room 118.
Of course all this rearranging
required us to move a few of the
item locations in the library. The
study guides that are ·available for
twenty-four hour check-out are
... Continued on page 8 now available in their own section

G

7

of wall shelving· directly across
from the Reference section and
outside the new Room 120. In addition, unbound print periodicals,
including newspapers, are ·now located in that same area on a new
section of wall shelving. If you
find that you cannot locate a resource, please feel free to stop by
my office or ask any librarian or
library staff member to assist you.
The renovation and moving of
materials would not have been
possible without the hard work
of the library staff, librarians, student workers; and, especially, Dean
Probst, Assistant Administrator
Lorrie Hodge and Associate Director of Facilities and Events Lisa
Todd. I would like to extend a big
thank you to everyone involved
in this project over the last year!
This past summer two new
librarians joined the ranks of the
library faculty. Larissa Sullivant is
the new Acquisitions & Cataloging
Librarian and Associate Professor
of Law Librarianship. Professor
Sullivant is in charge of maintaining
and cataloging the library's print
and electronic collections and she
will also be teaching in the first year
legal research program. Professor
Sullivant was previously a law
librarian at Ave Maria School of
Law in Naples, _Florida.
Debra Denslaw is the new F acuity
Services Librarian and Associate
Professor of Law Librarianship.
In addition to teaching in the first
year legal research program and the
Advanced Legal Research course,
Professor Denslaw is in charge
of faculty research assistance.
Professor Denslaw was previously a
law librarian at Indiana UniversityIndianapolis and is also a Valparaiso
University Law School
.. .Library continued from page 7

... Continued on page 8
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Dean's Corner
"Customer" Relations

Bv: IvA

E.

BoDENSTEINER

+ DEA

AND PROFESSOR OF LAW

orne businesses claim to
adhere to this guiding
principle - "the customer
is always right."
Obviously,
customers are not always "right,"
but that may be a good starting
point. While I view law students
as - more than " cus t omers, " I
believe that laws schools can learn

S
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something about customer relations
from the business \vorld. My point
is simply that we - staff, faculty
and administration - are interested
in receiving your comments and
suggestions on how to improve the
law school.
Last
summer,
the
faculty
approved a resolution calling for
the appointment of a student,
with voting rights, to four faculty
committees and four task forces.
After receiving recommendations
from the SBA, these appointments
were made last month, thus
expanding from three to eight
faculty committees and task forces
that will now have the benefit of a
student voice.
Through the Indiana University
Center for Postsecondary Research,
the law school participates in a
Law School Survey of Student
Engagement (LSSSE) that provides
information from our law students
and enables us to compare our
students' responses to those of
students at other law schools. We
appreciate those students who
choose to participate in the survey
and encourage more of you to
do so because we learn from the
results. Not only do we learn from
the results, we attempt to address
the issues you raise. Similarly, we
encourage graduating students to
participate in the "local" survey
conducted at graduation. This too
is a valuable source of information
for us.
Finally, students are invited
to voice their concerns and
constructive criticism, individually
or as a group, to members of the
staff, faculty and administration. I
meet regularly with the President of
the SBA, and I am willing to meet
with other individuals and groups
who have concerns or want to make
suggestions for improving the law
school.

_ _ _ _ _-'iilio.,........,..___~~OUNDED 1971

MARK

Fosco, Editor in Chief

... CPC advisory comm. continued
from page 7

ed in learning about what types of
job search skills instructional programming would be valuable to
you. You may also want to share
your ideas about the types of speakers and presenters you would like to
have on campus.
We want to make it easy for you
to sign up for Career Planning·
events and appointments .and to
learn more about various career
development issues. While you are
always welcome to visit the Care~r
Planning suite, our Student Advisors will be on hand to talk to you
at Career Planning's Atrium Days
scheduled during Chapel Break on
September 12th, October 9th and
November 5th.
The Career Planning staff greatly
appreciates our Student Advisor~.
They are taking time out of their
busy schedules to assist our staff
and we truly value their contributions. We encourage all students to
share their ideas and concerns with
Wally Hernandez, Cecilia Lopez,
Ashley Bullock, Ashley Gilbert,
Jessica Sullivan and Jacobie Whitley.. Your input and suggestions to
this group will make Career Planning a vital part of your legal career
development and we seek your participation!

Jonathan Zimmerman, Assistant
Editory in Chief
PAuL NrcoLosi, Managing Editor

.. .Library continued from page 7

alum. Both Professor Denslaw and
Professor Sullivant have offices on
the second floor of the library near
the computer lab. Please stop by
to say hello and welcome them to
Valpo Law.
Finally, I would like remind you
of a few key services the library
offers. Remember that courtesy
of your SBA and library, there are
supplies at the circulation de.sk
available for free and for a fee. While
studying if you find that you need a
highlighter, pen, pencil, envelope,
folder, note card( s), ear plugs,
white-out, post-its, or a legal pad,
stop by the circulation desk. If there
are supplies that we do not offer,
but you would like ~s to consider
purchasing please notify me or your
SBA representatives. Also, don't
forget that the library provides y~u
with FREE study guides both In
print and electronically. Print study
aids are available for most classes
and can be checked · out of the
library for twenty-four hours. The
electronic study aids are available
via your Westlaw . subscription.
The Westlaw representatives will
be providing training sessions on
how to use the electronic study
guides and handouts on how to
access the guides are available at
the circulation desk.
As always, if you are ever in need
of assistance in the law library,
please feel free to st~p by my office,
Room 111. My door will always
be open for questions (or even
complaints). I hope everyone has a
great start to the fall semester!
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VALPARAISO LAW STUDENT ORGAN-I ZATIONS
Letters to the
Editor
Do you have an opinion
you want to express? Do you
agree or disagree with an article? Voice your opinion by
writing a letter to the editors.

LETTERS POLICY
The FORUM reserves
the right to edit any conand/or reject
tributions
them without notification.
Letters must be limited to
400 words and columns to
either 400 or 800 words.
Written
contributions
must be typed and include
the author's contact information; law students must
include their year in schooI.
Unsigned
be printed.
to specific
include the

letters will not
When refering
articles, please
date and title.

Contributions can be sent
to: The FORUM, 656 S.
Greenwich Street, Valparaiso_,
IN 46383; via e-mail at vuslforum@gmail.com; or in hard
copy to The FORUM's mailbox located in the SBA office.

vuslforum@gmail.com

Be reasonably prudent.

Read

M

... Student orgs.
page 6

continued from

Black Law Student
Association
The Valparaiso Chapter of the
Black Law Student Association
(VBLSA) was established in the
early 1970's as a way to articulate
and promote the professional needs
of the Black law students at the
University. Since its establishment
,VBLSA has strived to improve the
academic, professional, and personal development of its membe~s.

Sports & Entertainment
Law Association
The Sports and Entrainment
Law Association, also known as
"SELA", is an organization that promotes the interest and knowledge of
how the law incorporates itself into
athletics and many entertainment
avenues. As our organization has
a dual purpose of promoting both
sports and entertainment law, SELA
a!fempts to satisfy both interests by
inviting sports and acting agents to
come speak to the school.
If you have any questions or wish
to join SELA, contact anyone on
our E-Board!

Running & Fitness ·club
Need some motivation to work
out? Join the Running & Fitness
Club! This is the fitness group for
students of all fitness levels. This
year we will have a group just for
beginners! We will help you to
train for our annual 5K Ambulance
Chase. We will also have a routine
ready for a body circuit that we can
do as a group. Join us and relieve
your stress from law school!

PAD initiation is scheduled for
Friday, September 28, 2012. The
$80 dues ($60 for members of PAD
during undergrad) to internationals
The Valparaiso University Law can be paid online via www. pad.
School Democrats (VULSD) is a org or by check during chapel break
Valparaiso University School of to an E-board member 9/6- 9/20.
Law student organization, com- Chapter dues are $20 for the lL
posed of law students who are ded- class, $1 0 for the 2L class, and no
icated to the ideals and goals of the Chapter dues for the 3L class.
Democratic Party, as well as to the
Property Law Society
principles of democracy, equality,
and justice for of all Americans. The
The Property Law Society focusVULSD works with Democrats and
their allies, both on and off campus, es on real property and is dedicated
to promote the democratic platform to community service. The Society
including candidate advocacy, leg- puts on the annual charity golf outislation, and ideas. VULSD is open ing donating all proceeds to Housto all members of the campus com- ing Opportunities Inc. We also do
munity and their supporters and volunteer days at Housing Opportuencourages free thought within its nities Inc.
In addition to property law panel
membership.
discussions, the group also puts on
the spring property law review sePhi Alpha Pelta
ries. If you are interested in more
The mission of Phi Alpha Del- information please email us at valta (PAD) Law Fraternity, Halleck popropertylawsociety@gmail.com.
Chapter is to advance integrity,
compassion, and courage through
Federalist Society
service; to the student, the school,
the profession,_and the community.
Founded in 1982, the Federalist
Academic programs this year will Society for Law and Public Poliinclude "How to Outline" with The- cy Studies is a group of conservamis (October), "How to Study for tives and libertarians dedicated to
Finals" (November), and a Q & A reforming the current legal order.
on the MPRE (January). Profession- The law students that founded the
al events will include a Pro-bono Society aimed to create a forum
panel (October), Etiquette Dinner for debate in which qiverse legal
(February), and Study Breaks (Fall/ viewpoints and perspectives could
Spring). PAD will also be spon- be heard. We are committed to the
soring several Alumni Networking principles that the state exists to_
events during the semester.
preserve _freedom, that the . separaThanks to the great resp9nse tion of governmental powers is cenlast year with the PAD Annu- tral to our Constitution, and that it is
al Adopt-a-Family Philanthrop- emphatically the province and duty
ic Event, we hope to increase the of the judiciary to determine what
number of families we help this the law is, not what it should be.
year. We plan to introduce two new There are about 25,000 members of
philanthropic projects- a Pen Pal the Federalist Society nationwide
program with CASA and a TOM's in its Lawyers, Students, and Facfor kids project.

Valparaiso University
· Law School Democrats

... Continued on page 17
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Associate Satisfaction Survey Suggests that the Price of Law Partnership
Might be too High for Women
BY:

JUSTIN

BERGGREN

•

STAFF

WRJTER

rofessional industry analysts
are reacting to the results of
a recent Vault survey that
reported a lower level of satisfaction
among female law firm associates.
The results of the survey, which
captured the opinions of over
17,000 associates, show that women
associates reported a lower level of
work satisfaction in all categories
except formal training. Primarily,
women sense a lack of realistic
opportunities to achieve partnership
status, and their grievances are
quantifiable.
According to the survey, although

P

women occupy 45% of associate
positions, they account for only
20% of partnership positions. The
reason appears to be that women
wanting families are voluntarily
removing themselves from the partnership track, rather than foregoing
the opportunity to have children.
Although women did not report
that they are being excluded from
partnership solely because of their
sex, a lack of flexible accommodations for family are having th~
same result. The general sentiment
among female associates is that accepting a workload level necessary
to attain partnership will almost
certainly come at the expense of
having a family.

For example, one surveyed associate stated, "[t]here is certainly a
belief among women associates that
you can either have a family, or be
a partner-not both" while another
observed that "[a] disproportionate
number of the female partners are
childless. It seems extremely difficult to be a female with a child and
make partner. The male partners almost all have children."
These observations beg the question: ~s there equal opportunity in
law firms .i f women, even implicitly, are being asked to give more
than men to pursue opportunities
to advance? Furthermore, does the
law or morality compel firms to do
more to accommodate women who

do not want the prospect of r~ising
a family to disqualify them from
the partnership track? On the other
hand, is it unreasonable for partners
to require equal work output from
both men and women?
This article posits that there is indeed equal opportunity in light of
existing legal and moral obligations.
As a result, this article will establish
that female associates wishing to remain on the partner track and have
families must consider alternative
relationship arrangements, i.e., find
a partner willing to prioritize family
over work.
However, alternative relation... Continued on page 12

Aaron H.e rnandez ·P leads Not Guilty to Murder
BY:

JACOBIE

WHITLEY

•

STAFF

WRJTER

A

aron Hernandez is charged
with first-degree murder in
the June 17, 20 13 shooting
of his friend Odin Lloyd, 2 7, a
former semi-pro football player,
and also faces five accompanying
weapons charges. On Sept. 6, 2013,
Hernandez pleaded "not guilty" to
all six counts he was facing.
Hernandez was born in Bristol,
Connecticut, to Dennis Hernandez
and Terri Valentine-Hernandez.
Hernandez's father was a local football star. His father died from complications due to a hernia surgery
in January 2006 when Hernandez
was 16 years old. According to his
mother, his father's death greatly
affected the younger Hernandez,
leading him to rebel against authority figures.

He attended Bristol Central H!gh
School and immediately became a
star wide receiver. As a senior, he
was the Connecticut Gatorade Football Player of the ·Year. Hernandez
enrolled at the University of Flor-

Hernandez does liave a history
of brushes with the law. Hernandez
was involved in a 2007 Gainesville
bar fight. He is being i~vestigated
in connection with a 2012 Bostpn
double homicide. Also, a 2013 Miami shooting resulted in a lawsuit
filed against Hernande.z. ·
Hernande-?'s attorneys will attack
the circumstantial evidence against
their' client. They will be looking
to ·sever any causal link Hernandez
may have with the murder. Hernandez has an upcoming bail hear. ing, but bail is unlikely with other
shooting investigations pending. A
pending investigation would make
Hernandez more of a flight risk,
giving the court less assurance that
ida, where he played from 200 7 to he would appear in court for trial.
2009. After his junior year, he decided to enter the 2010 NFL Draft.
The New England .Patriots drafted
Hernandez, where he enjoyed great Jacobie is a 2L and can be reached
success on the field.
at vus lforum@gmail. com
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avoiding projects that could lead to partnership
opportunities in order to have more time to purships are not only infeasible, because of a lack of sue a family life.
qualifying mates, but also would require women
Accordingly, women associates are not beto make unreasonable personal compromises. ing denied partnership because of their sex, but
Thus, this article will introduce the concept of because they are prioritizing family over work.
the alternative practice model and will demon- Moreover, surveyed associates do not allege that
strate why the model is a viable option for wom- women who prioritize work over family struggle
en wishing to enjoy professional and personal
satisfaction.

... Vault survey continued from page 11

Legal and Moral Obligations
Does either the law or morality provide a
ground for improvement to the existing model
such that women can pursue family life while
remaining dedicated to the traditional practice
model? It seems appropriate to begin by demonstrating why law firm partners do not have a legal obligation to alter their approach to selecting
new partners. By virtue of its title, the Family Medical Leave Act appears to offer an ear to
the aggrieved associates. However, the purpose
and scope of that statute does not provide much
in the way of hope since it requires merely that
employers accommodate employees with regard
to circumstances concerning pregnancy, not with
regard to family obligations arising after pregnancy.
Title VII of th~ Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended, provides for injunctive relief in cases involving intentional discrimination "on the
basis of sex." But, neither the survey results,
nor comments made by the women suggest intentional discrimination. Instead, the survey and
comments indicate that women are voluntarily

than gender status. And while women associates
could point to the many male partners who have
children, this is the result of a societal issue rather than professional one, but more on that later.
Because intentional discrimination is difficult
to prove, plaintiffs may use an alternative theory
to fmd relief under if they can establish that they
are victims of an employment practice which
causes a disparate impact. To succeed using the
disparate impact theory, plaintiffs must prove
that an employer implemented an employment
requirement that, while not intended to discriminate, had a disparate impact on a definable class
of applicants or employees.
For example, a class of female senior associates that were passed over for partner could argue that a firm's requirement that only associates that work a specific number of hours or have
participated on certain projects will be considered for partnership disproportionately impacts
women.
There are employer exceptions to disparate
impact liability, and these exceptions would
make it especially difficult for female associates
to win relief using the disparate impact theory.
An employer is not liable for practices having a
disparate impact if the qualifying requirement is
a bona-fide work requirement and is consistent
with industry practice, where bona-fide generaldisproportionately to achieve partnership. In- ly means a legitimate action done in good-faith.
Applying the disparate impact rules to these
stead, the comments indicate that most women
who make partner do riot have children. · Con- facts results in a pretty clear win for·the employnecting the dots, this common trait of no chil- er-partners. Partnership is the top echelon of
dren demonstrates that the decisive factor for law practice and getting to the top takes comachieving partnership appears to be the quality of mitment and requires sacrifice. T4us, it follows
the projects and number of hours worked rather
... Continued on page 14
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OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
Profiling Valparaiso University Law School's Class of2016

BY: KELLY
Admissions

KRu GER

+ Associate Director of

W

e are pleased to welcome 208
incoming students to the Class of
2016 at Valparaiso Law! Similar to
previous years, this class represents a strong
dedication to work in service of others. This
class made Valparaiso University Law School
history - the largest number of female students
in an entering class as well as the most diverse
in regards to groups underrepresented in the law.
We are very proud of their accomplishments
and welcome each 1L to the Valparaiso Law
community.
Race and ethnicities include: African-American/Black, Asian, Caucasian/White, Hawaiian/
Pacific Islanders, Hispanic/Latina, and Native
Ameri~an/Ala~kan.
O~r ~ntern~tlonal s:udents are ~om Canada,
Ethiopta, India, Mexico, Mozambique, Poland,
and the United Kingdom. Two students are also
from the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
19 languages are spoken in addition to English. There are multiple speakers of 6 different
languages: Akan,Arabic, French, German, Spanish, and Urdu. The class also includes speakers
of Amharic, Greek, Hausa, Hindi, Igbo, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Ndebele, Polish, Portuguese,
. Tagalog, and Togolese Ewe.

Profile of Accomplishments
Members of our 2013 entering class possess
work experiences that exemplify Valparaiso
University Law School's commitment to service. Over 40% of our new ·students have prior experience in the law. Many have worked as
paralegals and clerks, in law firm internships,
judicial internships, and in a range of support
positions in public defenders', prosecutors', and

.

state's attorneys' offices. Others have demonstrated their interest in political service by working on campaigns, human rights internships, and
as interns in the US House of Representatives
and Senate. Several students have worked as police officers, bailiffs,
and probation and parol~ officers. 11 of our
new students are military veterans.
Many
students
have worked professionally in banking,
engineering
insurance, IT 'nursing,
'
real estate, and sales.
Our students possess
wide-ranging business
leader~hip and management with 6 students having founded
their own businesses, 2
students are published
writers, 2 are professional musicians, and
3 students have TV or
radio broadcast experiences.
Other members of
the class have also
worked or volunteered in service to
others. They have

coached baseball, basketball, equestrian, football, gymnastics, lacrosse, soccer, swimming,
tennis, volleyball, and wrestling as well as athletes in the Special Olympics. We also have a
student who was a university mascot. Many in
the class have volunteered with various charitable organizations including Big Brothers Big
Sisters, the Boys and Girls Clubs, Habitat for
Humanity, Make-A-Wish Foundation, and United Way, among many others. Several students
have volunteered as tutors and mentors, raised
funds for HN and AIDS, and participated in
hospital fundraisers. Still others have participated in mission trips in the US, El Salvador, Haiti,
and Zambia.
As undergraduates, 12 participated in mock
trial and 4 won awards at competitions. Many
in our entering class also participated in varsity undergraduate . athletics, including baseball,
cheerleadihg, eques~ian, football, golf, rugby,
soccer, softball, tennis,- track.and field, and vol-
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... Vault survey continued from page 12

experience with specialized projects are legitimate, good faith requirements to attain partnership and are, therefore, bona-fide. Furthermore,
it is nearly impossible to ·argue with a strait face
that working long-hours to get ahead is not consistent with legal-industry practice. Also, that the
survey included the opinions of at least 17,000
associates is further support that these bona-fide
requirements are consistent with industry practice and are, thus, not isolated to a small minority
of law firms.
Finally, a similar line of reasoning would likely prevent recovery under the Equal Pay Act.
Thus, because female associates are not likely to
win a judgment for injunctive relief under Title
VII, disparate impact analysis, or the Equal Pay
Act, they probably do not have a legal avenue
by which to compel firms to adopt a permanent
model to provide women associates the continuous flexibility needed to both raise a family and
maintain pace on the partnership track.
In addition to a lack of a legal obligation to
change, I suggest that, in light of reasonable
business interests, firms also lack a moral obligation to take charge in rectify_ing low women
associate satisfaction. Law partners are not culpable because they, like any business owner, are
in business to make money and, therefore, desire
partners who have demonstrated a commitment
to work as many hours as it takes to get the job
done.
Furthermore, it's the experience gained through
working on demanding projects that separates
the great attorneys from the good ones. · Additional time commitments are merely corollary to
working on these projects. Thu~, if the top law
brass continue to choose partners who have the
best experience and if getting that experience requires working one-hundred hour work weeks,
a moral duty is not violated so long as law firms
provide equally to both men and women the opportunity to work on those projects that tend to
lead to partnership.
The Alternative Relationship Option
If neither law nor morality can force law firms
to change their professional standards, women
are left only with the option to adapt their personal standards. Such adaptations are not preferred because they will likely lead to more, not

less problems. In adult relationships family and
work represent two important factors to be allocated between partners, with both mindful
that each may prioritize only one. One could,
therefore, argue that this is a "mate market" issue
occurring at the personal relationship level and,
therefore, is not indicative of a need for reform
at the professional level.
But men realize a competitive advantage incareer achievement potential in the context of a traditional, rigid institutional framework because
contemporary social standards facilitate a deeper
pool of potential partners. As a result, a male
pursuing partnership is more likely to be able to
start a family free of any worry about whether

requiring that woman settle for a less desirable
partner in exchange for children and professional overachievement will not solve the problem.
The Alternative Practice Model Option
If anything, alternative practice models are
defined by flexibility and thus can take many
forms. Th.e·essence of these models is closeness
to clients and less time held-up in the confmes
of a business base. Predictably, technology is
the fundamental premise upon which these alternative models can exist. Almost any research
resource imaginable is available online and social networking can help spread the word. Highspeed Internet provides for secure transfer of
large files containing sensitive work product and
for tele-conferencing. High powered-mobile devices mean permanent connectivity. As a result,
these practice models can be based from homes
or private office co-ops. In addition, adopting
such a model would not require that an associate
sever their relationship with their firm.
Alternative practice models are viable precise~
ly because they offer a balanced solution to both
practitioner and client. Crucially, women will
play a vital role in a progressing legal services
industry. Members of the emerging market for
legal services, called the latent legal market, demand flexible counselors with an ability to advise on many issues that, while based in law, will ·
expand far beyond. ~omen are well- positioned
to leverage their distinct perceptions and experi~
ences in helping these clients to assess the nature
and scope of their issues, in engineering creative
solution, and in serving clients specifically seeking female advisors.

someone will be on call to handle family issues.
Women, on the other hand, have far fewer opConclusion
tions when it comes to available partners willing
to forego their professional goals in the interest
Women still find it disproportionately difficult
of family.
Choosing the wrong partner can result in as to excel at both work and ·family and this probmany if not more dissatisfaction than not having lem is manifesting in lower associate satisfacchildren. The goal is to find a viable .solution tion. Female associates face a greater burden in
for female associates wanting more life balance. overcoming the work -life balance tension and, ·
AJthough children are a part of the balance equa- therefore, are still disproportionately represented
tion, it is not the only piece. Accordingly, with in law partnerships.
Reform within the traditional law firm model
the alternative partner proposal, whatever balance is achieved by the fulfillment of one goal is unlikely. Law firms are owned and managed.
will be neutralized by any imbalance caused by by partners who have legitimate interests in seedissatisfaction with one's partner. As a result,
... Continued on page 15
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SYRWS PROBLEMS

BY: MAYOMBO MBANZA

+ GuEST WRITER

oing to Syria on the grounds that Assad
has used chemical weapons would send
a message that it is okay for one to kill
those using chemical weapons with conventional
weapons, such as the proposed airstrikes
suggested by President Obama's administration.
Having grown up in Eastern Congo, I too
am war weary just as President ·.obama must
be. The continuous killing of innocent children, men, and women in Eastern Congo has
fatigued me and everyone else that cares about
the human beings of Congo. Moreover, I am
undignified by the indifference of the international community vis-a-vis this conflict.
Not too long ago, We, Americans, were
in Mghanistan and Iraq for reasons that
some people believe to be unfounded. We
have lost many men ·and women in those regions, and some of us will mourn forever.

G

... Vault survey continued from page 12

ing that their investments perform and -have a
right to prescribe guidelines that define success
so long as those guidelines as not proscribed by
law.
Its not unreasonable to require that all associates interested in partnership contribute the same
amount of work, even if the requirements have
the indirect effect of levying additional opportunity costs on women. While there is no legal
or moral duty compelling law firms to change
their tune, dual pressure from clients on the.. outside and associates on the inside are exposing the
limitations of the traditional law practice model.
Although women are not being pushed off the

Recently, the American air strike intervention in Libya had facilitated the liberation of
Libyans from the tyrannical regime of Kaddafi. However, some people believe that the
bombing of the U.S. Embassy in Benghazi
was the work of thqse whom we had freed.
Now some people are urging the government to go to Syria because Assad has allegedly used chemical weapons to kill over ·a thousand people. Well, the war in the Democratic
Republic of Congo has killed over six million
people since 2007. It is the deadliest war after World War II. Why has the U.S. not gone
to Co~go to stop the raping of women, mutilation of children, and decapitation of fathers.
I send my sympathy to the victims
of Syria, and I pray for their situation.
Indeed, the Syrian issue is catastrophically dehumanizing and needs attention. However, the United Nations must
deal with it, not the U.S. unilaterally.
America has more to do at home. Has anyone
lost focus on Chicago gun violence, school and
mall shootings, unemployment rate within minorities, adequate assistance for our veterans,
student loan repayment strategies, teachers ...
What
happened
to
these
issues? (
Keeping 2016 in perspective, becoming involved in Syria is a poor idea for Democrats.

Legal Trivia
TV Lawyers Edition
1. What law firm did Ally McBeal work at?
2. What cartoon att~rney represents such clients
as Fred Flintstone?
3. True or false - Perry Mason never lost a case.
4. Prior to ioining the cast of Law and
Order, Fred Dalton Thompson, who portrays
District Attorney Arthur Branch, held wh~t political
position?

S. What law school did Will and Grace's Will Truman attend?
6. What is Judge Judy's real name?
7. The name of the law firm featured in the Practice went through three names. What were they?
8. Who is Nostradamus Shannon?
9. What television legal drama aired the first
prime time kiss between two women?
10. Who played an attorney on The Cosby Show?

Mayombo is a 2L and can be reached at vuslforum@gmail. com

partner track by mere virtue of their sex, they
are voluntarily removing themselves. As a result, these women might be open to alternative
solutions. Alternative partnership arrangements
represent one option, but are not ideal due to undesirable residual effects·and an inability to remedy the core work -life balance issue.
Alternative practice models represent the better choice and are viable because of the emergence of a client base demanding more flexible
counselors and because of advances to technology that make efficiently serving these clients
possible.
Justin can be ~eached at vuslforum@gmail.com
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Student Profiles

Holtll!town:
Kokomo, IN

Hometown:

Hometown:

Smithfield, VA

AddisonJ IL

Undergraduate School:

Undergraduate School:

Undergraduate School:

Purdue University

Hampton University

University of Iowa

UndergradUilte Major:

Undergraduate Major:

Undergraduate Major:

Public Relations and Political Science

Political Science

Ethics and Public Policy

What brought you to Valparaiso University Law?
The Sports Clinic
When did you realize you wanted to go to law school?
I've wanted to go to law school since I was 12 or
so when I stopped growing taller and realized that I
wouldn't be drafted into the WNBA.
What do you think you'll do next summer?
Study for the Indiana bar exam.
Do you have any favorite professors so far, and if so
what do you like about them?
I love professors Bodensteiner, Berner, and Myers. They
have such good stories and life experience that makes
class interesting.
How does your law school experience compare with
what you expected?
Law school is exactly what I expected it to be - busy,
busy, busy.
Where do you think you'll be in five years? In 20
years?
·
In five years I hope to be practicing labor law in the
sports field. In 20 years I hope to be a labor attorney for
the NFL Player's Association.

ZIMMERMAN FILM ILLC
Professiont.d Wedding Yideograplty at Affordable Prices
To see a sample trailer:
1.

Scan QR Code:
2. VtSit YauTube &: Search:

OR

~Zimmerman Frlm U.C"

Next, select the video:
"Bubba +Kim"

For more information and pricing please contact: ZimmermanFUms@gmail..com

When did you realize you wanted to go to law school?
I've always wanted to go to law school. I really enjoy
advocating on other people's behalf and I love to interact
with people. I am especially fond of witty banter, law
school fosters all three so I knew it would be a good fit
for my talents, like Lebron in South Beach.
What do you think you'll do next summer?
Next summer I plan to go intern again in the Old
Dominion (The Great State ofVirginia). Virginia is
where I plan to practice, so I'm all about growing my
network there.
If you could change one thing about the law school

what would it be?
Lockers, we need lockers or communal cubbyholes. For
the record, law students have an adamant disdain for
carrying these super back packs around the entire day.
Keep in mind some ofus, if not many have 12-hour days
especially on Mondays. The basement would be an ideal
location for the lockers/cubbyholes. This improvement
would do wonders for student morale. It would show that
the law school is promoting chiropractic health and genuine concern for our well-being. Wellness is a budget
rubric.
Do you have any favorite professors so far, and if so
what do you like about them?
I have encountered many great professors at Valpo,
Professor Carter, Professor Lind, Professor Levinson,
Professor Whitton, Professor Bodensteinor , Professor
Nuethrelien, and this remains a long unfinished list.
How does your law school experience compare with
what you expected?
I expected law school to be way. more cut throat, but my
class, the illustrious Class of 2015 has been amazing.
We are very supportive and encouraging and I appreciate
that. I love you all.
Where do you think you'll be in five years? In 20
years?
In five years I will have my own practice servicing
Hampton Roads and Richmond. In 20 years I will probably be teaching law part-time, while still practicing law
at my firm.

What brought you to Valparaiso University Law?
I wanted to be away from home, but at the same time I
didn't want to be too far away. I really enjoyed the warm
welcome that was given by the law school. The admissions office made me feel very comfortable and represented Valparaiso in a positive way. I was really interested to hear about the new curriculum, and that Valparaiso
was the only law school to make a drastic change in their
curriculum.
When did you realize you wanted to go to law school?
I was sitting in on a crimina~ case and I was moved by

the raw emotion. With the victim overwhelmed with
emotion, and both sides presenting their arguments in a
court setting, I knew I wanted a career in the legal field.

What do you think you'll do next summer?
I would like to work for a criminal attorney in the
Chicagoland area.
If you could change one thing about law school what

would it be?
Being that I have 5 classes on Monday, I wish I could
have a more manageable schedule. I feel like I can't give
every class my full attentjon because I can't review my
notes, and I am not eating properly because I don't have
enough time between classes.
Do you have any favorite professors so far, and if so
what do you like about them?
I would have to say that I really enjoy Professor
Cleveland and Professor Lind. Both professors are very
interested and exited in what they teach, and I am honored to be in their class. They are very thorough, and
want to make sure their students understand their material.
How does your law school experience compare with
what you expected?
Coming into law school I knew it was going to be difficult, but I underestimated the amount of written work.
I didn't think that I would have to plan out every hour
of my day, but I found that making a schedule for every
hour in each day is very helpful and keeps me on the
right track.
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International Law Society

ery Friday in room 118 of the library.
This semester, our regular meetings will
be held every Wednesday at 6:30 in the Stride
Courtroom (room 148). The focus of our Bible study will be the Old Testament book of Job,
and we will be exploring the question of why
bad things happen to good people. Devotional
books will be provided for all who attend. Refreshments will be provided as well. There are
no membership dues.
All a~e welcome and encouraged to join us.

The _International Law Society (ILS) at Valpo
Law is a student division of the International
Law Students.Association (ILSA) and was created with the goal to encourage communication
among students and lawyers from different parts
of the world in an effort to promote international understanding arid cooperation related to the
development and promotion of international
law, study, and practice. Within the last 10 years
alone, major developments in trade and commuLambda Student Association
nication have resulted in the need for lawyers to
become more globally focused in order to best
Lambda is the law school's LGBTQ student
serve their clients. Additionally, recent policy
organization,
which welcomes all law students
changes and new relationships with foreign nations increasingly demand today's lawyers to use and community members. Each year Lambda
their expertise of US domestic law on an inter- hosts several awareness events that generally
coincide with national days of action within the
national level.
This year, ILS won the 2012 Best Internation- LGBTQ community. Those include Coming
al Social Event Award from ILSA. To make this Out Day & No Bullying Day (October), AIDS
year even better than the last, ILS will be host- Awareness Day (November), and the National
ing numerous opportunities for law students to Day of Silence (April). Lap.1bda also puts on
learn about other cultures and legal systems in Sharp Look for the Young Lawyer (September
a spirit of critical dialogue and international co- 27, with BESLA and CPC). This year, Lamboperation. These include a Panel Discussion on da is committed to fostering a community of
global anti-corruption with the co-chairs of the allies working to build tolerance, respect, and
ABA International Anti-Corruption Committee understanding in Valparaiso. Above all, Lambincluding the Assistant US Attorney from Chica- . da seeks to create a safe environment where all
go, an International Etiquette Dinner with BSE- students feel welcome and comfortable.
. LA, and a Lecture on the legacy of the UN war
crimes tribunals by David Scheffer, the
Women Law Students
former U.S. Ambassador to the UN and the
current director at the Center for International
Association
Human Rights at_ Northwestern University.
Please email us at ILSValpo@gmail.com and
Founded in 1974, the Women Law Students
Like our Facebook
As_sociation (WLSA) is one of the largest stupage at facebook.com!ILSValpo for more in- dent organizations at Valpo Law. WLSA hosts
formation.
numerous events throughout the year open to
all students and faculty members, females and
males. Through the support of faculty, alumni,
Christian Legal Society
and the executive board members, WLSA enThe Christian Legal Society is an interdenomi- ~ourages and provides support by addressing
national group of Christian law students seeking 1ssues that are of concern to women in the legal
to "do justice with the love of God." Members profession. Striving to increase the social netmeet on a weekly basis to eat, pray, and study working of women and men in the legal world,
Scripture together. In addition to the regular WLSA offers students and faculty opportunities
meetings, CLS will host a variety of social events, to get involved in social, educational, and charpublic lectures, and service opportunities. There itable events.
will also be weekly chapel break prayer time evEvents soon to come include WLSA's First

Call-Out meeting where membership, t-shirts,
and the goals of WLSA will be discussed, and
WLSA's annual "Night with the Professors"
where faculty members share tips and experiences to students at a free dinner following an
open forum. WLSA invites all students to attend
our first meeting where our executive board is
excited in meeting new and returning members!
If you have any questions about WLSA or would
like more information, please feel free to contact the executive board at vu.wlsa@gmail.com.
Also, social network with WLSA on Facebook:
Valparaiso University Womens Law Student Association and on Twitter: @Valpo WLSA.

Latino Law Student Association ·
The purpose of the Latino Law Student Association (LLSA) is to represent Latino law student interests to the law school and university.
To provide mentoring and community service
opportunities to its members, encourage recruitment of qualified Latino applicants, assist
in retention of Latino students, promote student
unity, and pursue justice for the legal issues affecting the Latino community.
Every year, LLSA co-hosts the Valparaiso 1L
Welcome Dinner. This year's theme is "Cultural
Diversity in the Law Creates Equality in our Justice System." LLSA will have the privil~ge to
honor San Diego, California Attorney, Gregory
Vega, J.D. 1980.
Throughout the academic year, LLSA hosts
the very popular Fiesta del Sol where faculty,
students, and community get together to share, .
celebrate, and enjoy Latino culture and art. Dia
de Los Muertos and Hispanic Heritage Month
(September) are also full of great activities that
further share the Latino culture with the Valpo
community.
Most importantly, LLSA is an all-incl~sive academic organization that seeks to shed light on
important Latino issues. Everyone is welcomed
to join and learn about Latino issues within our
community.

... Continued on page 19
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page 13
leyball. One athlete was the captain
of the SEC Championship Equestrian team for three years and also
a part of the two-time NCEA National Championship team. Another student was a technical ballet,
jazz, and modem dancer for over 18
years. Five students also exhibited
their musical talents
in orchestra, band,
and choir. Another
student participated
in the 15th World
Saxophone
Congress in Thailand.
Twenty students
studied
abroad
in 15 countries,
including
Chile,
China, Costa Rica,
Egypt,
France,
Germany, Ghana,
Greece, Israel, Nicaragua, Peru, and
South Korea. 6 of
the 20 studied in
Spain, 5 in the United Kingdom, and 3
in Australia.
Seventeen
students have earned
master's degrees,
with one student
earning an MBA
HE3
and an MD. Other
degrees include six
MAs, five MBAs,
three MSs, one MPA, and one
MSW.
Many members of the Class
of 2016 achieved undergraduate academic honors: 47 have
been recipients of merit and academic scholarships, including 18
named scholars. The class also includes multiple members of honor
societies, Dean's Lists recipients,
All-American team members, and
All-Academic athletic scholars.

Geographic Proftle
Fifty-seven percent of the Class
is from Illinois and Indiana. Twenty-nine other states of legal residence are represented, and two
students are from Puerto Rico.
Valparaiso Law students attended
127 different undergraduate schools
in 30 states, as well as five different

(!Jl pin )
schools in Canada, Ethiopia, Puerto Rico, and the United Kingdom.
Our students also earned graduate
degrees at 15 different institutions.
Many members of the entering
class come from the Great Lakes region, with representatives from the
following schools:
INDIANA: Ball State University,
Butler University, Calumet College
of Saint Joseph, DePauw University, Franklin College, Hanover

College, Indiana State University, Shimer College, Southern Illinois
Indiana University-Bloomington, University-Carbondale, University
Indiana University-Northwest, In- of Illinois-Chicago, University of
diana University-South Bend, Indi- Illinois-Urbana, University of St.
ana University-Southeast, Indiana Francis, Western Illinois UniversiUniversity-Purdue University-In- ty.
dianapolis, Manchester College,
MICHIGAN: Calvin College,
Purdue University-Calumet, Pur- Grand Valley State University,
due University-West Lafayette, Michigan State University, Siena
Purdue University-North Central; Heights University, University of
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods Co-llege, Michigan-Ann Arbor.
OHIO: Capital University, Cleveland State University, College of Mount St.
Joseph, Denison University,
University of Cincinnati,
University of Mount Union,
University of Toledo, Wittenberg University.
WISCONSIN: Marquette
University, St. Norbert College, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse, University of Wisconsin-Madison, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, University
ofWisconsin-Stout, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater.
Other members of the 2013
entering class come from institutions across the country, including the Midwest,
Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, and West regions:
Arizona State UniversiRESIDE CE
ty, Auburn University, Belmont University, Bethany
College, Bethel UniversiSaint Mary's College, University of
ty,
Bethune-Cookman
University,
Evansville, Univ~rsity of Southern
Indiana, Valparaiso University, Wa- California State University-Fresno,
California State University-Fulbash College.
lerton,
California · State UniverILLINOIS: Benedictine University, Columbia College, DePaul sity-Los Angeles, Cheyney UniUniversity, DeVry University, Do- versity of . Pennsylvania, Coastal
minican University, Eastern Illinois Carolina University, Coe College,
University, Loyola University-Chi- Colorado State University-Pueblo,
cago, Northeastern Illinois Univer- Culver-Stockton College, Elmira
sity, Northern Illinois University, College, Fresno Pacific UniversiOlivet Nazarene University, Quincy ty, Georgia State University, GuilUniversity, Saint Xavier University,
... Continued on page 20
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The Forum
We here at The Forum believe that we would
be schmucks and/or putzes if we did not take
advantage of our overwhelming editorial power
and tell you about what we do here at the paper
before we tell you about any other group.
The Forum is starting its 43rd volume with
this issue, and the winds of change are blowing
through The Forum office. We have a new staff,
new format, new website, and are excited to offer new opportunities for the student body to express themselves.
Whether you have an idea for a column you
, have always wanted to write, always wanted to
work behind the scenes on a publication, or just
feel the urge to say words like "scoop," "exclusive," and "hold the presses," The Forum has
a place for you. You can write about anything
from food reviews to sports and anything in-between. You can write only one article or you
can write an article in every issue, which is also
known as a column. We are looking for writers,
editors and graphic designers to join our team
in producing the Valparaiso University School of
Law newspaper.
Join the group that will help you make a difference and leave a lasting mark on your law
school career. The Forum has total circulation
of approximately 5,000 and is distributed to law
school alumni and judges in the surrounding
area. Inform the community about things that
matter to you and open up a world of opportunity.
If you have any questions, stop by The Forum
office across from the SBA office, or email the
executive board at vuslforum@gmail.com. We
look forward to hearing from you!

a

The Forum Executive Board includes:

ASAP

The forum is now available online at:
www. vuslforum.org
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ford College, Humboldt State University, John
Jay College of Criminal Justice-CUNY, Kennesaw
State University, Lane College, Liberty University,
McDaniel College, Mercyhurst University, Missouri
State University-Springfield, Missouri Valley College,
Montclair State University, Mount Mercy University,
New England Institute of Technology, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University, North
Carolina Central University, Northern Kentucky
University, Notre Dame de Namur University, Nova
Southeastern University, Saint Louis University, Sam

Houston State University, San Diego State University, South Dakota State University, Stonehill
College, SUNY at Buffalo, Syracuse University,
Texas Tech University, University of Texas-Arlington, University of Texas-Austin, University
of Texas-El Paso,- University of Texas-San Antonio, Troy Univers~ty, Truman State University, University of Maryland-University College,
University of California-Riverside, University
of Central Florida, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs, University of Georgia, University of Iowa, University of Louisville, University
of Maryland-Baltimore County, University of
Massachusetts-Lowell, University of Monta.na,
University of Northern Colorado, University of
South Florida, University of Tennessee-Chattanooga, Virginia State University, West Chester
University of Pennsylvania.

International institutions
represented m
the
entering
class are Brock
University and
Queen's
University In Canada, Haramayc;t
University
In
Ethiopia,
and
the University
ofLondon-Birkbeck in the United
Kingdom.
Two
students
also attended the.
University
of
Puerto Rico-Rio
Piedras.

COVER STORY
the bridge make a sound?" Though this article
focuses on the state of American bridges, the
same question can be applied to a multitude of
issues concerning American infrastructure. Water systems and the underground pipes cafl)'ing
this most precious resource are failing beneath
us. Congested airport runways and interstate
highways are causing massive delays on a daily
basis for countless commuters. Infrastructural
·problems cost the United States hundreds of millions of dollars each year, yet they are difficult
for the general public to observe. Without being
able to physically see the problem and experience its adverse effects firsthand, then to many
there is no problem at all.
The threat of bridge collapses due to
structural failure becomes more viable each day
that passes, yet the nation is not taking a proactive stance in addressing the problem. This lack
of action can be attributed to two conditions: (1)
lack of public attention/demand and (2) lack of
federal/state funding. Out of sight, out of mind is
the policy currently at play-and it is easy to see
why. Major media outlets focus their attentions on
more controversial issues such as the case against
George Zimmerman; changes in gay marriage
rights; and, most recently, potential U.S. military action in Syria. Whereas, issues concerning
the nation's infrastructure is a long term problem, and its effects have not been fully realized.
As for the lack of federal and state funding-this
is the byproduct of American political polarization between the Republican and Democratic
parties. · Congressmen seeking re-election fight
bills that would provide much needed federal/state financi<d support for our infrastructure
because such a bill would require taxing their
constituents. Minnesota Senator Amy Klobuchar introduced such a bill as part of the Rebuild
America Jobs Act in 2011. Funded by a proposed
0.7% tax increase on Americans who earn more
than $1 million per year, the bill would have designated $50 billion for use on transportation infrastructure projects had it been passed. The bill
failed to achieve cloture by way of a 51-49 vote,
whereby Republican opponents cited that the tax
source was unacceptable.
Herein lies the problem: No one wants to
pay. According to the Federal Highway Administration, over $7 6 billion is needed for deficient
bridges across the United States. In order to account for this financial shortfall, current invest-

ment on an annual basis needs to be increased by
$8 billion ($20 billion must be invested annually,
however only $12.8 billion is currently being allocated).
Generating the funds necessary for renewal of the infrastructure will require taxation of some type. Options include a potential
increase in federal income taxes, which would
likely·be captured from individuals in the upper
class. Taxation based on consumption is also a
possibility, such as an increase in the gasoline
tax.
Since 1994, the federal government's excise tax on gasoline has remained at 18.4 cents
per gallon. Factoring in the time value of money,
18.4 cents in 1993 has ·the same buying power
as 29.0 cents today. Thus, the value of the federal excise tax on gas today is 58% lower than
it was in 1994. With that being said, it would be
sound economic policy for the federal government to link its gasoline tax with inflation rates.
Increasing the gasoline tax by even .06 cents per
gallon would result in an estimated $20 billion
of additional revenue. Additionally, an increase
in demand for more fuel efficient v~hicles would
likely result from this increased taxation. By its ·
nature, a gasoline tax is unfortunately regressive.
Any increase would impact the lower/middle
class far more than the average upper class taxpayer. However, history has indicated that pain
at the pump is not the result of marginal increases in taxation but rather geopolictical events.
Regardless of one's political affilliation
or how one believes the U.S. should go about its
funding; the objective of this article is to allow the
reader to observe the issues that this country will
be facing in the decades to come. To the extent that
observation affects outcome, the general public
needs to acknowledge potential infrastructure issues and elect officials that are proactive when it _
comes to maintaining this country's framework.
Jon is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com
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